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General Description
The RACU Commander System consists of the RACU Commander Controller and Device
Adapters mounted on a weapon, and a Radio Control Box (RCB) and Cable Assembly
mounted on the body. The System enables weapon-mounted and body-worn electronic
devices (including radios and advanced systems) to be controlled directly or indirectly from
the Controller. Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is employed as the wireless carrier and Device
Adapters are only necessary when devices have no integral BLE capability.
In circumstances where OPSEC is the overriding tactical consideration, since the RACU
Commander is dual capable (wired or wireless), the System can be fully cabled by the
removal of the Device Adapters, the addition of a wired tether from weapon to body, and
substitution of cable links to each controlled device. Plugging a cable into the Controller
disables its wireless function automatically; disconnection, however, restores wireless
operation.
The RACU Commander has been designed to attach to a quad rail or similar system on a
weapon. It can be deployed singly or as a linked pair of control units whereby one would be
operated by a user’s thumb and the other by his/her ﬁngers. Whether deployed singly or as
a pair, the RACU Commander control units can be conﬁgured with one, two or three buttons
and is one of several controller designs that are able to form the user interface to a RACU
System. Selection of a particular controller design is dependent on the weapon platform
(and its available rail space), the number of devices being controlled and user role and
preference.
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Accessories
The RACU Commander System can control a range of electronic device functions. The
number functions capable of being implemented varies directly with the number of
buttons contained in the Controller – singly or as a linked pair – to a maximum of ﬁve.
The more buttons, the greater the ‘chording bandwidth’ i.e., the greater the number of
button-press combinations (chords) available.
mounted on an assault or sniper riﬂe. Users will need to select the most appropriate RACU
Commander to suit their role and this will depend on the chording bandwidth required
(between one and ﬁve buttons).
On the body, control can be exercised directly through the RCB on up to two radios (controlling PTT, volume and channel), and indirectly through a power and body hub to End
User Devices or Head-up Displays. In addition, it is also possible to control elements within
a local area network if one of the radios carried by the operator is network capable.
The RACU Commander System is very ﬂexible in its application, but it will still be up to the
User to determine those functions that would be the most useful to an operator based on
their role.

Data-logging and User Conﬁguration
Inherent in the design of all RACU systems, is the ability to implement data-logging and user
conﬁguration if required. Data-logging enables button activations on individual controllers
to be recorded and then downloaded after the event. This permits after-action review to
take place.
The User Conﬁguration Utility is most likely to be requested by specialist users since it
permits an operator to customise their RACU System. Using an app on their mobile phone
(the User Conﬁguration Utility), an operator can reprogram button press assignments to
suit his/her personal preferences.

